Emily Jane Price
Dear Portfolio Show Visitor,
Thank you so much for visiting my portfolio. I’m very excited to introduce myself and to someday connect
with you!
This is my final year at Portland State University and I am more than excited to jump head first into my
professional career as a documentary filmmaker.
My passion for filmmaking comes from my desire to extract our human connection with the natural
environment. I have a deep passion for the outdoors and understanding how our relationship with nature
affects our experience with the world and the one’s around us. I am driven to become a journalist to produce
creative nonfiction stories to create impactful change. I believe change comes by empathy and empathy is
created by captivating storytelling.
Over the course of my time studying at Portland State University, I have come to meet so many creative and
driven people. I’ve been a student leader at PSU.tv where I led and produced remarkable student feature
and short length films. I have been involved in the Portland Film community in producing personal projects
of my own and supporting local production as crew. In addition, I’ve had the greatest opportunity to intern
at Uncage the Soul Productions in which I was introduced to the larger sphere of professional freelancing
production. The community of filmmakers here are inspiring by their dedication and innovation.
One thing you’ll notice when browsing my portfolio, is that I have experience in almost every bucket. That is
because of two things I’ve learned; you have to try, and you can’t do anything alone. I value film because it
creates strong communities by its ability to explore shared vision. Film is also an opportunity to learn and
grow from something new. I am someone who is not afraid to take chances or to run with crazy ideas. You
never know where they might lead, and sometimes that’s the point.
After school, my next steps are to continue following my passion for the outdoors, one day becoming an
outdoor guide or volunteer firefighter. Today, I am directly looking towards an entry level position, assisting
journalists and producers for nonfiction media companies, either with news broadcasts or documentary
production houses. I can’t wait for a lifetime of collaboration and curiosities.
Please feel free to reach out to me if you’re interested in connecting. On my website, you will find links to
my portfolio and social accounts.
Thank you for your time!
Emily Jane Price
journalist.filmmaker.creator
emilyjane.works@gmail.com
emilyjaneworks.com

